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The evaluation of data center cooling technology raises 
a multitude of questions for facility managers. Will this 
address hot spots in my computer room? Can this handle an 
increased kW load? Is this similar to previous iterations of 
cooling technology that I’m familiar with?

But it inevitably boils down to one central question:

How much will this cost? 

Energy and cooling costs will potentially make up a large portion of your data center 
budget. Power costs take up to 40% of a typical data center’s capital and operating 
expenditures —  $7.4 million on average — with half of this going to cooling and 
power infrastructure, according to the 2017 U.S. Chamber of Commerce Technology 
Engagement Survey. 

And 40% is still an incredibly conservative figure. Depending on the level of 
uptime, energy source and region, it is possible that power usage could account 
for 80% of the overall operating cost. It is no wonder cost concerns take priority in 
conversations about data center cooling technology.

To help data center managers navigate this high-stakes evaluation, we will be 
discussing essential frameworks for analyzing the cost of data center cooling 
technologies. We will examine the capital, operating and maintenance expenses for 
traditional cooling systems with containment and the ColdLogik rear door cooling 
technology. As the actual figures can vary greatly from facility to facility, costs will 
be analyzed comparatively. Additionally, we will share key considerations to keep in 
mind with each solution and the potential lifetime savings for your facility. 
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Capital, operational and  
maintenance expenses
First and foremost, it is essential to discuss the upfront costs of both technologies. Here 
we will compare the capital expenses, operational expenses and maintenance costs of 
the ColdLogik rear door cooling and traditional cooling units with aisle containment.  

ColdLogik rear door cooling
ColdLogik is a range of data center cooling solutions that includes rear door 
solutions, also known as rear door coolers (RDCs). This sophisticated and precise 
iteration of rear door technology connects directly on to the cabinets and cools the 
hot exhaust air produced by the active equipment — essentially turning the cabinet 
itself into a containment device. The cooling units also intelligently adjust operational 
parameters with the ColdLogik Management System (CMS) in response to heat 
removal demands, eliminating hotspots and maintaining operation in the most 
efficient manner.

Capital costs
CapEx for a ColdLogik rear door solution includes the door unit itself, the adapter 
frame to affix the unit to your server cabinets and the optional Leak Prevention 
System. The units themselves also come in different levels of cooling capability, 
ranging from 0 kW to 100+ kW dependent on the variant models; Passive (0 kW – 30 
kW), Pro-Active standard (0 kW – 34 kW) and Pro-Active HPC (0 kW – 100+ kW). 
This allows facility managers an affordable point of entry, no matter their heat load. 

For facility managers seeking a cooling solution for greenfield data centers, the 
piping system bringing the water source directly to the cabinets must be included 
in the building plan. But overall, less capital costs will need to be invested in the 
mechanical infrastructure of the facility (i.e. chiller plants) because the ColdLogik 
rear door coolers operate on much higher water temperatures — up to 75°F. 

ColdLogik allows 
facility managers 
an affordable point 
of entry, no matter 
their heat load.

http://sealco.net/
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Legacy data centers can set up rear door cooling by utilizing existing infrastructure. 
There’s no need to invest in new pumps, chillers or water tanks — facility managers 
only need to ensure the water mainline is accessible within the computer room, 
which can be done with a mechanical engineering team. 

Operational and maintenance costs
With the aforementioned CMS, the system achieves its objectives and the set 
temperature in the room with constant adjustments. Even if the layout of the room 
changes, the units will intelligently adjust and maintain capacity. This also allows 
ColdLogik units to operate at a high efficiency. These ColdLogik units expend less 
energy and can achieve up to 98% energy savings compared to CRACs, further 
reducing operational expenses. 

Maintenance simply includes a visual inspection once a year to evaluate the 
equipment and recalibrate the system if necessary. Otherwise, the system won’t put 
a heavy load on your facility’s maintenance team. 

Traditional cooling unit with containment
Cooling (CRAC or CRAH) units are the default for many data centers. To support the 
ever-increasing kW demand in today’s data centers, one of the most reliable airflow 
management solutions to support cooling units is aisle containment, either hot or 
cold aisle. 

The need for aisle containment is based on the original design of the data center. 
Traditionally, the cooling capacity equates to the amount of air the unit can deliver to 
cool the kW of power per cabinet and the space utilized by the unit in and around the 
data hall. Based on averages, this was and still is around 4 to 6 kW per cabinet. 

Capital costs
The upfront costs of a traditional cooling solution include the electrical, mechanical 
and plumbing systems for a fully functional CRAC / CRAH unit. This cost will also 
include the fire protection and suppression systems, the mechanical infrastructure 
of chillers and water tanks and the footprint within the facility. This equates to a 
high upfront cost, and as multiple units are typically needed to provide sufficient 
redundancy, this further raises the CapEx investment. 

To support the CRAC / CRAH unit, hot aisle or cold aisle containment solutions are 
another upfront cost for facility managers. Various material options can be deployed 
during a containment install, and the end result is a fully contained aisle. 

• Doors are installed at the ends of aisles. 

• Containment panels are installed in place of missing cabinets and above cabinets.

RDCs can achieve 
up to 98% energy 
savings compared 
to CRACs. 

http://sealco.net/
http://sealco.net/
https://sealco.net/products/coldlogik/
https://download.schneider-electric.com/files?p_Doc_Ref=SPD_VAVR-5UDTU5_EN
https://sealco.net/products/vertical-wall-barriers/modular-sliding-doors/
https://sealco.net/products/vertical-wall-barriers/expandable-filler-panels/
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In addition to containment, there are other supplemental airflow management 
products to improve cooling efficiency. There are multiple spots through the 
room where these products should be implemented, and each has a specifically 
engineered solution. 

• To seal gaps in cabinets where there are no servers, use blanking panels. 

• To seal gaps in between cabinets, use gap seals.

• To seal gaps from cable cutouts, use floor grommets.

• To stream more cold air into cold aisles from the subfloor plenum, use 
perforated tiles or high output floor grates. 

• To efficiently draw hot air back into the traditional cooling unit, use hoods or chimneys.

Operational and maintenance costs
Traditional cooling units consume significantly more power than rear door coolers 
due to the fan utilization, humidification and reheat functions, even with energy-
saving containment measures. In a study comparing costs of passive rear door heat 
exchangers to traditional cooling, the annual energy costs decreased 78% and 97% 
for both rear door cooler alternatives compared to the traditional cooling set up.  

Traditional cooling units require regular attention to filters and refrigerant levels 
to continue smooth operation, using the time and energy of your maintenance 
team. Additionally, containment and airflow management solutions will need to be 
recalibrated if any changes to the room layout or server density take place.

The bottom line
Data center managers can count on significant operational cost savings with ColdLogik 
rear door coolers compared to traditional cooling units. Additionally, the time and 
energy saved by switching from regular traditional cooling unit maintenance to a once-
a-year checkup is significant for data center maintenance teams. 

In terms of capital expenses, the difference is not as significant. In the same study 
mentioned above, the install cost for the traditional cooling reached $942,390, while 
the rear door cooling option totaled $1,003,929 — a difference of about 6%. The 
study concluded that in terms of CapEx, the rear door cooling is roughly equivalent 
to CRAH cooling at approximately 5kW per rack power dissipation. 

However, 5kW per rack is hardly the highest cooling load data center managers are 
seeing today. Additionally, there is another consideration in terms of cost — which 
system lends itself to greater cooling efficiency. Next we will discuss how much each 
cooling option can save your facility. 

In a study of two 
rear door cooler 
alternatives, 
annual energy 
costs decreased 
by 78% and 97%.

http://sealco.net/
http://sealco.net/
https://sealco.net/products/blanking-panels/
https://sealco.net/products/vertical-wall-barriers/flexible-gap-seals/
https://sealco.net/products/floor-grommets/
https://sealco.net/products/in-floor-cooling-products/
https://www.missioncriticalmagazine.com/ext/resources/whitepapers/shlomo-WP-RDHx-Cost-Effective-Alternative-to-CRAH-120811.pdf
https://www.missioncriticalmagazine.com/ext/resources/whitepapers/shlomo-WP-RDHx-Cost-Effective-Alternative-to-CRAH-120811.pdf
https://www.missioncriticalmagazine.com/ext/resources/whitepapers/shlomo-WP-RDHx-Cost-Effective-Alternative-to-CRAH-120811.pdf
https://www.missioncriticalmagazine.com/ext/resources/whitepapers/shlomo-WP-RDHx-Cost-Effective-Alternative-to-CRAH-120811.pdf
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Expected lifetime savings
Upfront and ongoing costs are one component of evaluating the cost of your cooling 
system. Now that we have looked at the comparative capital, operational and 
maintenance expenses, we will compare the ROIs and analyze the ways in which both 
systems can streamline your operating budget and lower your facility’s energy costs.  

ColdLogik rear door cooling
Energy efficiency 
Just by nature of the way rear door technology works, greater efficiencies will be 
achieved. Heat removal occurs closer to the heat source — attached on the back 
of the cabinet — leading to greater efficiency. Additionally, once heat has been 
transferred to a liquid, it can be removed from the data center more effectively than 
if it was transferred to air.

Finally, ColdLogik rear door units can utilize a higher water supply temperature — 
up to 75°F, as mentioned earlier. The higher water supply temperature ensures 
operation above dew point, removing the need for condensate trays and pumps and 
saving further energy. This can even lead to elimination of chiller plants as the facility 
switches to reliance on free cooling, another boon to energy savings for the facility. 
This was the case at a STIHL data center, where the below ground cooling source 
was a constant 64.4°F — no water towers or external plant were required. It took 
less than 7.5 kW to cool 200 kW IT heat load, equaling a massive 90% savings on 
cooling for the facility.

http://sealco.net/
http://sealco.net/
https://datacenters.lbl.gov/technologies/liquid-cooling
https://sealco.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/4-STIHL-case-study.pdf
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Freeing up square footage
Rear door cooling systems also minimize the usage of data center square 
footage. Rear door coolers consume very little white space, so the space allotted 
for traditional cooling can be freed up for more IT equipment or even result in 
construction savings for greenfield facilities. In some cases, this has been measured 
at up to 80% more real estate.

Traditional cooling unit with containment
For facilities operating with a traditional cooling unit, containment is the most 
reliable method to achieve efficiencies. In data centers with hot aisle or cold aisle 
arrangements, aisle containment systems can reduce energy expenses by 5% to 
10%, according to Energy Star. Additionally, aisle containment can reduce fan energy 
by up to 25% and deliver 20% energy savings from the chiller.

The bottom line
While traditional cooling with containment can offer varying degrees of energy 
efficiency, ColdLogik rear door cooling can provide an unprecedented 90% energy 
savings compared to traditional systems. ColdLogik rear door cooling can slash 
spending because of the aforementioned efficiencies of the technology itself, as well 
as the advanced operating specs of the doors. 

In addition to the STIHL data center case study mentioned above, ColdLogik rear 
door cooling systems have led to impressive results such as a PUE of 1.045 for 
an ARM data center and 98% power efficiency for a Cambridge University facility. 
Additionally, a study from Mission Critical Magazine found that payback for a rear 
door cooling system typically takes place within the first year of operation. 

When thinking of a cooling solution that uses less energy while achieving greater 
cooling capacity, the ColdLogik results speak for themselves. 

Aisle containment 
systems can 
reduce energy 
expenses by 5% 
to 10%.

http://sealco.net/
http://sealco.net/
https://www.missioncriticalmagazine.com/ext/resources/whitepapers/shlomo-WP-RDHx-Cost-Effective-Alternative-to-CRAH-120811.pdf
https://www.databank.com/2019/07/23/its-a-hot-market-but-how-cool-are-these-doors-databank-uses-unique-cooling-solution-in-georgia-tech-data-center/
https://www.energystar.gov/products/low_carbon_it_campaign/12_ways_save_energy_data_center/containment_enclosures
https://sealco.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/5-UPDATED-ARM-CASE-STUDY-2016.pdf
https://sealco.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/5-UPDATED-ARM-CASE-STUDY-2016.pdf
https://sealco.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/CAMBRIDGE-UNIVERSITY-5-Years-on-2019-CR-V-IV.pdf
https://www.missioncriticalmagazine.com/ext/resources/whitepapers/shlomo-WP-RDHx-Cost-Effective-Alternative-to-CRAH-120811.pdf
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Additional notes for data center 
managers
The following considerations are less directly related to the cost or savings of the entire 
system, but still important when evaluating cooling solutions for your facility.  

Considerations for ColdLogik rear door cooling
High density capability
A top-of-mind concern for many facility managers is cooling increasingly large heat 
loads. Rack densities of 10 kW or greater are the new norm in data centers — and the 
density will only continue to climb, according to the 2018 and 2019 Uptime Institute 
Global Data Center Surveys, respectively. 

If this is a concern for your facility, it is important to consider the unprecedented 
cooling capabilities of ColdLogik rear door units. These units can handle densities in 
excess of 100 kW, allowing your facility to handle the high density demands of GPUs, 
video processing, analytics and more.

http://sealco.net/
http://sealco.net/
https://datacenter.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/2018-data-center-industry-survey.pdf
https://uptimeinstitute.com/uptime_assets/35f30b159b6ecd6ce38aa2bc71d5d34a4939438fe51ad5b7cbc323f4d6aaaf26-2019-data-center-industry-survey.pdf
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Scalable design
Even if such high demand processing is not in your immediate future, another 
consideration of rear door cooling is its inherent flexibility. ColdLogik rear doors can 
be added in various frequencies, meeting your needs now with room to grow as 
your facility does. Data center managers can deploy units in a staggered format and 
increase them along with capacity. For instance:

• For low duty cooling (up to approximately 0 kW – 5 kW per cabinet), units can be 
installed every third or fourth cabinet.

• For medium duty cooling (up to approximately 12 kW per cabinet), a unit can be 
installed every second or third cabinet.

• For high duty cooling (above approximately 24 kW per cabinet), a unit can be 
installed on each cabinet.

Click here to see video demonstrations of low, medium and high duty deployment.

Infrastructure and operations 
While traditional cooling units offer dehumidification, ColdLogik units do not. 
Additional means will need to be taken for dehumidification of the facility, depending 
on the site’s location — a data center in Florida would require separate dehumidifier 
equipment, while a data center in Colorado may not. 

Additionally, water that is too cold — say, 45°F — can also prove to be an operational 
problem for cooling. While previous methods of operation may incentivize cooling 
water as cold as it can go, this is actually an overcorrection and not necessary for 
operation with ColdLogik rear door coolers. 

Considerations for traditional cooling unit 
with containment
When all is said and done, airflow management can only handle so much heat 
load. Traditional CRAC / CRAH air cooling can only provide a maximum of 6 kW 
to 20 kW per rack, depending on estimates. This limitation is important for data 
center managers to keep in mind as density continues to climb. If your kW loads are 
looking to grow in the future or are approaching that ceiling, traditional cooling with 
containment might not be the right fit for your facility. 

ColdLogik can 
meet your needs 
now and grow 
with your facility.

http://sealco.net/
http://sealco.net/
https://www.usystems.com/data-centre-products/cl20/cl20-proactive/cl20-deployment/
https://download.schneider-electric.com/files?p_enDocType=White+Paper&p_File_Name=TDOY-5U362W_R5_EN.pdf&p_Doc_Ref=SPD_TDOY-5U362W_EN
https://download.schneider-electric.com/files?p_File_Name=WTOL-B9RKEA_R0_EN.pdf&p_Doc_Ref=SPD_WTOL-B9RKEA_EN&CFID=77719264&CFTOKEN=c7487997ff23526f-466392B3-C887-7624-3065912EA269F77B
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Contact us

800.283.5567 
SALES@SEALCO.NET

Let’s talk about your facility’s cooling 
— and how to streamline energy costs 
Finding an efficient cooling system for your data center will set your equipment, your 
maintenance team and your bottom line up for success. Every data center, from 
legacy sites to high density greenfield facilities, requires a best-fit system — and we 
can walk you through the evaluation process.

Our data center experts are well-versed in both ColdLogik rear door and containment 
technology. We’ll learn about your facility’s cooling demands and work together to 
engineer a solution that makes sense for your facility, both now and in the future. 
Start a conversation today.

http://sealco.net/
http://sealco.net/
mailto:sales%40sealco.net?subject=
https://sealco.net/contact/

